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KAB£ FAitROTS:
The Paradise Parrot, Psephotus Pulcherrimus, described by many

including the groat English ornithologist, John Gould, as probably the
most beautiful parrot known to mankind is, unfortunately, also one of the
rarest parrots on earth, i f i t is not already extinct.

Gould described and named this parrot in 18^5 from specimens
collected by_his able assistant, John Gilbert, on the Darling Downs.

The Paradise rarrot was known by various names, beautiful ground
/t, Ant Hill Parrot and Soldier farrot being a few of them. The male

y a. magnificent spectacle in colours of green,.red, blue, brown andyrf&ck and his beautifully erect form gave rise to the name, Soldier Parrot.
The female was a duller edition of the male as is common with many of the
parrot family. Nesting habits were unusual in that it mainly nested in
termite mounds, a;tunnel being drilled in the side of the mound which

.ler-- into a hollowed out nesting cavity in the centre of the mound. Five
white eggs were the usual clutch. They have been reported also to nest
in the banks of creeks after the style of some kingfishers. Distribution
of this parrot is difficult to define. Apparantly i t was on the Darl ing
Downs and in the Brisbane and Burnett areas and has been reported from
the Inverell and Casino districts. John Gilbert also recorded meeting
numbers of Paradise Parrots in the Mitchell River area of the Gulf of
Carpentaria on an expedition in l8Mf.

It has been suggested by Forshaw in his book on Australian Parrots
published in 1969 that Gilbert may have mistaken the Golden Shouldered
rarrot for Paradise rarrots as the Golden Shouldered Parrot is of the same
family as the Paradise. There would be certain similarities between the
two biros particularly in size and carriage and, to a certain extent,
colouring but John Gilbert was, undoubtedly, one of the most competent
ornithologists ever to visit this country and it is difficult to see him
making a nrong identification in this case. It would seem that in some
places from 18^ onwards the Paradise J-arrot was in fair numbers, but it
seems to have declined rapidly since the start of this century.

It seemed to gradually disappear from what wero once its old haunts
and it became so rare that in I91G Mr.A.H.Chisholm started a newspaper
campaign to see if this beautiful parrot was sti l l in existence. After
five years his quest was finally rewarded and a Mr.C.H.Jerrard from the
Burnett district reported the discovery of a breeding pair of Paradise
Parrots which he had beer, able to photograph at the nest. This is probab
ly the last authentic photographic record of Paradise Parrots ever taken.
Chisholm visited the area himself and in company with Mr.Jerrard was able
to see these beautiful birds, a fitting reward for his long search. Since
then there have been isolated reports coming in fr^m various districts of
possible sightings but to date investigations of these reports have been
f r u i t l e s s .

Today all we have to show that this beautiful parrot ever existed -
are museum specimens in the various capital cities of Australia. Perhaps
one day Psephotus Pulcherriiaus will again reappear to delight bird lovers
throughout the world.

The Night Parrot, Geopsittacus Occidentalis, is an Australian
Parrot about which very little is known. Sfe do not know if it is ext&ict
or not as there have been no definite recordings of it this century. ''As
its name suggests it is nocturnal and during the day remains hidden in
















